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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
■ Section 1 
 Digital Compliance 
1.1 Introduction to Digital Compliance 
1.1.1 Digital Compliance details the Lloyd’s Register (LR) approach for the assessment of Digital Health 

Management (DHM) systems through DHM Providers and DHM Operators. 
 
1.1.2 For the purposes of Digital Compliance, DHM systems are considered to be systems that use data 

and analytical techniques to generate insights on asset health over time to provide a digital 
representation of a specific physical asset, i.e. Digital Twins.  

 
1.1.3 DHM systems typically provide functionality such as Fault Detection, Diagnostics and Prognostics. 

These functions may be used to identify and/or trigger maintenance and/or survey requirements. 
 
■ Section 2 
 Scope of Approvals 
2.1 Scope of Approvals  
2.1.1 The purpose of Digital Compliance is to establish that the techniques are capable of being used for 

digital health management for condition assessment and maintenance and to meet Classification 
and statutory requirements. 

 
2.1.2 This is achieved in the procedure by establishing that the digital twins are sufficiently reliable and 

representative of a twinned physical asset through its life. The approval framework consists of four 
approval levels with distinct assessment criteria and deliverables.  

 
2.1.3 Approval of a DHM system will be according to the requirements in Table 1.2.1 DHM Provider 

Approvals. Operators of DHM systems will be assessed according to the requirements in Table 1.2.2 
DHM Operators Approvals.  

 
Table 1.2.1 DHM Provider Approvals 

Digital Twin READY 

Assessment Tier DHM Provider 
Description Establishing that the DHM Provider and/or development and delivery centre are 

capable of developing, deploying, monitoring, and maintaining a reliable digital 
twin 

Assessment - Development and Delivery centre assessment 
- Process assessment of digital model development 
- Software Conformity Assessment of delivery software and digital model 

type development 
- Periodic assessment 

Deliverable A ‘Digital Twin READY’ certificate shall be awarded to the DHM Provider 

Digital Twin APPROVED 

Assessment Tier DHM Provider 
Description Establishes that the digital model type to be used for a digital twin is capable of 

representing the physical asset 
Assessment - Technical and process review of digital twin model created and applied to 

a specific asset and supporting analytics 
Deliverable A ‘Digital Twin APPROVED’ certificate shall be awarded for an asset specific 

digital twin produced by the DHM Provider 
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Table 1.2.2 DHM Operator Approvals 

Digital Twin COMMISSIONED 

Assessment Tier DHM Operator 
Description Verification to establish that the approved digital twin is linked to the physical 

asset, commissioned, and confirmed to be operating satisfactorily  
Assessment - Technical and process review of commissioning an asset(s) specific 

individual digital twin model and supporting analytics with DHM system 
- Digital MAINTAIN Descriptive Note to LR ShipRight Digital Ships - 

Procedure for Assignment of Digital Descriptive Notes for Autonomous 
and Remote Access Ships awarded for the applicable asset system(s) 

Deliverable Approval to Digital Twin COMMISSIONED shall award a descriptive note on the 
Certificate of Class of the ship/unit to the DHM Operator, identifying the specific 
asset represented by digital twin. The descriptive note shall follow the format 
below: 

Digital Twin COMMISSIONED (asset type) 

e.g. single asset type, single asset: 
Digital Twin COMMISSIONED (Gas Turbine) 

e.g. single asset type, multiple assets: 
Digital Twin COMMISSIONED (Gas Turbine) 

e.g. multiple asset types, single assets: 
Digital Twin COMMISSIONED (Gas Turbine, Diesel Generator) 

Serialised asset specific references will be captured in an Asset Note. 

Digital Twin LIVE 

Assessment Tier DHM Operator 
Description Verification to establish that the approved digital twin represents the twinned 

physical asset with sufficient reliability and accuracy through the life of the 
physical asset(s)  

Assessment - Confirm that the digital twin model represents the physical asset following 
commissioning of the twin and on all key change events where twin re-
training may be needed 

- Examination of data events (fault detection, diagnosis, prognosis) that 
the DHM system has initiated for the asset under Digital Twin Life 

- Annual assessment 
- Verification of other applicable LR schemes e.g. Machinery Planned 

Maintenance Scheme (MPMS) annual audit 
Deliverable Approval to the requirements of Digital Twin LIVE shall award a descriptive note 

on the Certificate of Class of the ship/unit to the DHM Operator, identifying the 
specific asset of the digital twin using digital health management. The descriptive 
note shall follow the format below: 

Digital Twin LIVE (asset type) 

e.g. single asset type, single asset: 
Digital Twin LIVE (Gas Turbine) 

e.g. single asset type, multiple assets: 
Digital Twin LIVE (Gas Turbines) 

e.g. multiple asset types, single assets: 
Digital Twin LIVE (Gas Turbine, Diesel Generator) 
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Serialised asset specific references will be captured in an Actionable Item. 

 
 
 
 

■ Section 3 
 Approval Process 
 
3.1 General 

3.1.1 The approval process for DHM Providers and DHM Operators under Digital Compliance is detailed in 
Figure 1.3.1 DHM System Approval Process.  

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.3.1 DHM System Approval Process 
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Chapter 2  
Digital Twin READY 
 
■ Section 1 
 Introduction 
1.1 General 

1.1.1 The purpose of Digital Twin READY is to certify that the DHM Provider is capable of developing, 
deploying, monitoring, and maintaining a digital twin. 

1.1.2 The Digital Twin READY assessment of a DHM Provider requires three main elements, detailed in 
the following sections: 

(a) Assessment of the DHM System Development and Delivery Centre; 
(b) Process assessment of Digital Twin model development; and 
(c) Software Conformity Assessment of the DHM system software related to its application. 

 

■ Section 2 
 Approvals 
2.1 General 

2.1.1 Approval to Digital Twin READY results in a Digital Twin READY certificate being issued to the DHM 
Provider. 

2.1.2 The DHM Provider will require periodic re-assessment against the requirements of Digital Twin 
READY to maintain the approval. Any Digital Twins with Digital Twin APPROVED will be covered in 
this periodic re-assessment. The periodicity will be established at the time of the initial approval. 

2.1.3 The DHM Provider shall inform LR of any changes made to the processes assessed in the 
development and deliver centre, where significant changes may require re-assessment to maintain 
the Digital READY approval. 

■ Section 3 
 Information to be submitted 
3.1 Development and Delivery Centre Assessment 
3.1.1 The DHM Provider development and delivery centre is to be assessed. The following information 

shall be submitted for this assessment. 

3.1.2 Specifications: 

(a) A DHM system description document;  
(b) DHM System Requirements Specifications; and 
(c) Details of the Quality Management System in use at the Development and Delivery Centre. 

3.1.3 Controls: 

(a) Process for establishing the required qualification and experience of Subject Matter Experts 
(SMEs) used during the development of the DHM system; 

(b) A policy for dealing with equipment modification and alteration in-service, in relation to 
updating the digital twin model; 
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(c) A policy for dealing with software upgrades and version control; and 
(d) Where digital twin models are developed by a third party for Original Equipment 

Manufacturer (OEM) equipment, evidence shall be provided to demonstrate how the alert 
levels have been developed in line with specific OEM guidance and recommendations. 

3.1.4 Technical Requirements: 

(a) Details of how the digital twin models are established or derived (e.g. physics or data driven 
models); 

(b) The provenance of the diagnostics and prognostic algorithms;  
(c) A review process of false positive / false negative events, including incorrect horizons and 

how these are used to maintain the digital twin models through life; 
(d) Validation Plans;  
(e) Examples of previously issued in-service report(s); and  
(f) Examples of the in-service reporting and recording procedures. These procedures shall be 

sufficiently comprehensive to demonstrate that correct operation of the DHM system can be 
verified at the time of the periodic Digital Twin READY re-assessment. 

3.2 Process Assessment of Digital Twin Model Development 
3.2.1 A process-based assessment shall be carried out on the model development techniques used in the 

DHM system. Specific case studies should be used to demonstrate that the process is robust in 
application. 

 
3.2.2 Through examining the case studies, information reviewed during the assessment will include 

system requirements capture and specifications, evidence of the DHM system design, and model 
development processes. The case studies shall be used to provide details of the DHM system. 

 
3.2.3 The following information is to be submitted for review in the case studies. 

3.2.4 Specifications: 

(a) Documentation describing the design and development of algorithms at the following 
functional levels:  
• Sensors,  
• Data Acquisition, 
• Data Manipulation, 
• Fault Detection,  
• Diagnostic Assessment,  
• Prognostic Assessment, and  
• Advisory Generation;  

(b) Targeted efficiency rating for reliably justifying that the digital twin represents the physical 
asset; and  

(c) Alarm limits.  

3.2.5 Controls: 

(a) The qualifications and experience of the SMEs employed to build and monitor the DHM 
system. 

3.2.6 Technical Requirements: 

(a) Where applicable, the means by which the global equipment population and records of 
equipment reliability and failure are updated, and the frequency of updating.   

(b) FMECA (or equivalent) listing the components of an asset, the relevant failure modes, the 
criticality of failure modes and the scope of the fault detection, diagnostic, and prognostic 
technology. 

(c) Data tags and mapping implementation. 
(d) Detailed information on relevant sensors for each failure mode, their sampling frequency and 

installation requirements, including the signal conditioning relevant to minimise noise and 
amplify the true signal. 

(e) Description of the fault detection algorithm(s).  
(f) Description of the diagnostic and prognostic algorithms. 
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(g) Documentation of methods that describe the evolution of symptoms and faults to failure 
modes. 

(h) Sensor data quality from the perspective of mitigation of drift, bias, and loss of linearity. 
Functionality involving manual calibration, automated built-in tests, and automated poor 
sensor quality mitigation shall be described.  

(i) Where diagnostics and prognostics are based upon data driven approaches, information 
shall be submitted detailing how the model is trained for a specific asset. 

(j) Details of how risk / confidence levels are achieved / validated, e.g. size of data sets and 
data populations.  

(k) The method used to verify that the output of the DHM system remains acceptable through 
life (e.g. OEM verification and validation procedures, built-in test systems, test simulations 
etc.). 

(l) Justification/verification of model maturity for deployment. 
(m) Justification and provenance of limits and alarms for advisory generation. 
(n) Details of how models are trained for specific failure modes. 
(o) Verification Plan. 
(p) Verification Reports. 

 
 

■ Section 4 
 Software Conformity Assessment 
4.1 Scope 
4.1.1 LR Software Conformity Assessment (SCA) involves the assessment of software requirements, 

specification, design, testing, verification, configuration management, and maintenance. This is 
achieved by inspection of documents and records, testing, and test witnessing. 

 
4.1.2 The following information is to be submitted for review as part of the SCA. 

4.1.3 Specifications: 

(a) Requirements for software products implementing a DHM system. 
(b) Requirements for the security aspects of the software product whereby an appropriate cyber 

security governance system is in place to mitigate the risk of introducing vulnerabilities to cyber-
attack, or other unauthorised access. 

(c) Requirements in respect of data quality demanded of the software product; 
(d) Considerations in respect of function (quality attributes appropriate for intended function and the 

context of operation).  
(e) Considerations in respect of performance: 

• Integrity; 
• Availability;  
• Authentication; 
• Confidentiality;  
• Access;  
• Ownership; and  
• Storage. 

(f) Definition of the required boundaries of the software product. 

4.1.4 Controls: 

(a) Criteria for documentation, software product description and user documentation; 
(b) Test planning and reporting criteria; 
(c) Configuration management criteria; and 
(d) Appropriate development process and the lifecycle activities followed. 

4.1.5 Technical Requirements: 

(a) Integrity of the software product appropriate for use in the context of operation; and 
(b) Assessment of the suitability for use of evidence where non-deterministic, machine learning or 

artificial-intelligence software techniques are implemented. 
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Chapter 3  
Digital Twin APPROVED 
 
■ Section 1 
 Introduction 
1.1 General 

1.1.1 The purpose of Digital Twin APPROVED is to certify that the digital model type to be used for a twin 
is capable of representing a specific asset. 

1.1.2 Digital Twin APPROVED is awarded to the DHM Provider for a digital twin created for a specific 
asset. 

1.1.3 A Digital Twin awarded Digital Twin APPROVED will be periodically reviewed with the DHM Provider 
at the time of the Digital Twin READY periodic re-assessment. 

1.1.4 An asset is defined as either a complete piece of equipment or a system that is to be established as 
the scope of the approval in the initial submission. All parts within the asset or system are hereafter 
referred to as components. 

■ Section 2 
 Pre-requisites 
2.1 General 

2.1.1 Approval to Digital Twin READY is a pre-requisite for a DHM Provider seeking Digital Twin 
APPROVED for a digital twin.  

 

■ Section 3 
 Information to be submitted 
3.1 Scope 
3.1.1 The following form submission requirements which LR will require a DHM Provider to submit when 

seeking approval for Digital Twin APPROVED. 

3.1.2 Specifications: 
(a) A description of the asset utilising DHM. 
(b) A description of the functionality of the DHM system in relation to the processing of health 

monitoring. The description is to indicate which elements are automatic and which are 
provided as alerts/advice to an Operator. This functional description is to include (where 
applicable) how maintenance requirements are related. 

(c) Details of the sensor data streams, external sensors such as ambient temperature, and the 
logic functions associated with these, in order to create asset health alerts. 

(d) The required equipment sensor sampling rate. 
(e) The transmission frequency from the ship/unit to the development and delivery centre (where 

applicable) shall be provided. 

3.1.3 Controls: 
(a) Where the DHM system issues alerts relating to equipment health, LR shall be provided with 

a list of alert levels together with the process/logic used to define the levels. 
(b) The qualification and experience of SMEs used in the development of the DHM system shall 

be provided. 
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(c) Where a digital twin has been developed for non-OEM equipment, evidence needs to be 
provided detailing: 
• how alert levels have been developed;  
• the intended extent of use of the DHM system (e.g. for information only, to change 

maintenance requirements etc.);  
• the OEM’s parameters and the methodology of update where these are changed; 
• details of how risk / confidence levels are achieved / validated e.g. size of data sets 

and data populations;  
• how efficiency/effectiveness shall be tracked through life; and 
• extent of model training/re-training.  

(d) A method of identifying when the upper and lower limits of condition data defined by the 
DHM system are outside of the OEM recommended parameters. 

3.1.4 Technical requirements: 
(a) For each item in the Asset Model, the DHM system submission shall detail how the system 

will determine the acceptance criteria for the continued service of the asset, and how the 
upper and lower limits of condition data and maintenance interventions are determined. 
Recommended actions shall be included for the likely conditions in which the item may be 
found. It is to include: 
• upper and lower limits applied to condition data;  
• logic functions linking condition data received from individual sensors to create higher 

level diagnosis of asset health; and 
• associated alerts/maintenance recommendations. 

(b) An FMECA (or equivalent) shall be provided for each asset to be monitored by fault 
detection, diagnostics, and prognostics using the DHM system. 

(c) For each component failure mode identified in the FMECA that is monitored by the DHM 
system, the following information shall be submitted: 
• A list of data acquisition, signal processing techniques – (e.g. noise filters, interference 

mitigation, true signal amplification) applied to sensors;  
• A list of descriptors (features) that enable the expression of fault symptoms in terms of 

their presence and severity; 
• A list of fault detection algorithms; and 
• A list of diagnostic algorithms including models that process, evaluate and aggregate 

the faults indicated including any conflict resolution. 
(d) A description of the failure physics (e.g. fault trees, event trees, causal trees) that form the 

basis of algorithm development for each Asset Model component failure mode that can be 
monitored by the DHM system. 

(e) The LR Diagnostic Techniques Assessment Report shall be completed by the DHM Provider 
and reviewed by LR to provide clear guidance as to how the different functional levels detect 
faults and evaluate asset health. This report is to include the acceptance criteria (physical 
evidence) for the continued service of the asset.  

(f) Details of the data and process used to develop/train the DHM system shall be provided in 
order to ensure that a suitable quality/quantity of data has been used. 

(g) Details of risk/confidence levels assigned to prognostic outputs. 
(h) Details of how risk confidence levels are achieved / validated, e.g. size of data sets and data 

populations.  
(i) The submission is to indicate the acceptance criteria and process that will be followed to 

ensure that the DHM system is sufficiently tested and robust to be deployed against a 
specific asset on a ship/unit. 

(j) The method used to verify that the output of the DHM system remains acceptable through 
life (e.g. OEM verification and validation procedures, built-in test systems, test simulations, 
etc.). 

(k) Where the DHM system has the facility to propose amendments to maintenance schedules, 
examples shall be provided of the decision-making processes, the basis for decisions, and 
assigned responsibilities. 

(l) A method of informing LR when changes are made to the software, logic functions or limits 
within the DHM system. This includes a means of identifying changes to the condition data 
acceptance criteria defined by machine learning algorithms in order to ensure both the 
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operator and LR understand the current acceptance criteria being employed during 
development and in-service. 

(m) The required frequency of data uploads is to be stated. There is to be a method of recording 
when uploads have been completed. 

(n) DHM Providers are to provide a policy/process for updating the DHM system to deal with 
asset alterations and modifications in service. 

 
Chapter 4  
Digital Twin COMMISSIONED 
 
■ Section 1 
 Introduction 
1.1 General 

1.1.1 Digital Twin COMMISSIONED is awarded to the DHM Operator of the asset when the asset-specific 
digital twin is connected to the physical asset, commissioned, and confirmed to be operating 
satisfactorily. 

1.1.2    The DHM system is to be installed and commissioned to an agreed schedule. The extent of testing 
required will depend on the maturity of the digital twin model and whether or not it has been used 
previously on the specified asset. 

1.1.3 A DHM system with limited through-life experience (direct evidence) should continue to apply the 
baseline maintenance requirements until sufficient evidence is established on the reliability of the 
digital twin. 

1.1.4 The DHM system is to be brought into use with an agreed implementation programme. An 
Implementation Audit shall be held in conjunction with the conventional in-service regime, at which 
the satisfactory operation of the DHM system is to be confirmed. 

■ Section 2 
 Pre-requisites 
2.1 General 
2.1.1 Approval to Digital Twin APPROVED for the DHM Provider for the digital twin is a pre-requisite for a 

DHM Operator seeking Digital Twin COMMISSIONED. 
2.1.2 Approval to the Digital MAINTAIN descriptive note detailed in LR ShipRight Digital Ships - Procedure 

for Assignment of Digital Descriptive Notes for Autonomous and Remote Access Ships is a pre-
requisite for the Digital Twin COMMISSIONED descriptive note. 

■ Section 3 
 Approvals 
3.1 General 

3.1.1 Approval to the Digital Twin COMMISSIONED requirements will result in a Digital Twin 
COMMISSIONED descriptive note being assigned to the ship/unit of the DHM Operator, linked to the 
specific asset using the DHM system. 

3.1.2 Where the DHM Operator changes, the Digital Twin COMMISSIONED descriptive note will be 
suspended. It may be reinstated subject to a satisfactory implementation audit. 
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■ Section 4 
 Information to be submitted  
4.1 General 

4.1.1 The following details shall be provided as submission for Digital Twin COMMISSIONED: 

(a) Details of any relevant current LR approvals, for example, Type Approvals linked to the 
asset, sensor approvals, and valid maintenance system approvals. 

(b) A numbered index of LR Asset Model items to be included in the Digital Twin 
COMMISSIONED approval. There shall be a method of indicating those assets or 
components dealt with under digital health monitoring, and those items which remain to be 
dealt with under conventional Class survey or other approved methods. 

(c) A method of informing LR when changes are made to the software, logic functions, or limits 
within the DHM system. This includes a means of identifying changes to the acceptance 
criteria defined by machine learning algorithms, in order to ensure both the DHM Operator 
and LR understand the current acceptance criteria being employed in service.  

(d) A description of the asset functional and performance requirements based on the OEM 
requirements. 

(e) The minimum training standards and qualifications for operators of the DHM system, and 
maintenance requirements based on the outputs.  

(f) Sample maintenance job descriptions. These descriptions are to cover at least the minimum 
opening out necessary to demonstrate that a satisfactory examination of the item will be 
made. The extent of the work to be undertaken is to be indicated, but it is not necessary for 
approval purposes to include every detailed job description. A selection of sample job 
descriptions will suffice to demonstrate how the system works. 

(g) A list of maintenance tasks for the selected equipment which remain either calendar or 
hourly based and are not affected by the output of the DHM system. 

(h) Baseline (OEM) maintenance intervals for each item. Where specific intervals are not 
available, a description of the decision process used to identify when maintenance is 
required is to be provided. 

(i) Where the DHM system indicates amendments to either maintenance or survey schedules, 
examples shall be provided of the decision-making processes, the basis of these decisions, 
and assigned responsibilities relating to the DHM system outputs. 

(j) Details of any sensors (external or fitted to the asset) which will provide the data input for 
decisions made by the DHM system. 

(k) Means and frequency of measuring equipment/sensor calibration where they provide data 
used as part of the scheme. 

(l) Details of the system used to record equipment defects and how these will be used to 
ensure that the DHM system remains acceptable. 

(m) Where the system analysis is not conducted on the ship/unit, the frequency of data uploads 
is to be stated. There is to be a method of recording when uploads have been completed. 
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Chapter 5  
Digital Twin LIVE 
■ Section 1 
 Introduction 
1.1 General 
1.1.1 Following commissioning and an established period in service, Digital Twin LIVE is a verification 
process to ensure the digital twin asset represents the twinned physical asset with sufficient reliability and 
accuracy through the life of the physical asset. 

 

■ Section 2 
 Pre-requisites 
2.1 General 
2.1.1 Approval to Digital Twin COMMISSIONED for the DHM Operator for the digital twin is a pre-requisite 

for approval to Digital Twin LIVE. 
 
2.1.2 Assets utilising approved DHM systems meet the requirements of Digital Twin LIVE and shall require 

an annual audit to maintain the approval. 
 
2.1.3 For machinery items subject to Classification, approval to the descriptive note ShipRight MPMS is a 

pre-requisite of Digital Twin LIVE. Items not subject to Classification Regulations should be 
incorporated in the planned maintenance system of the ship/unit. 

 
■ Section 3 
 Approvals 
3.1 General 
3.1.1 Once the reliability and accuracy of the DHM system has been satisfactorily demonstrated through 

meeting the requirements in Digital Twin LIVE, a Digital Twin LIVE descriptive note shall be awarded 
on the vessel’s Certificate of Class to the DHM Operator, identifying the specific asset of the digital 
twin using digital health management. 

 
3.1.2  Where the DHM Operator changes, the descriptive note Digital Twin LIVE will be suspended, and 
may be reinstated subject to a satisfactory implementation audit. 
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■ Section 4 
 Technical Requirements 
4.1 General 
4.1.1 Schemes which include the use of a DHM system under Digital Twin LIVE have the following annual 

audit requirements: 
 

(a) The annual audit of the maintenance management system is to include a review of all false 
positive / false negative records, and how these are being used to retrain the DHM system 
models. 

(b) LR Surveyors are to confirm maintenance has been carried out as required by the DHM system 
and are to review records in order to confirm the satisfactory operation of the system. This is to 
include the frequency of data uploads. They are to review the records of anomalies/defects 
provided by the Chief Engineer in order to assess the continued suitability of the maintenance 
recommendations provided by the DHM system. The records should indicate where acceptable 
limits have been exceeded and what action was taken. 

(c) Surveyors are to review records of maintenance conducted and defects observed. These are to 
be used to assess the continued suitability of the DHM system. 

(d) Surveyors are to review records of the DHM system transmissions where sensor data is 
processed remotely. 

(e) If deficiencies in the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance records or from the 
general condition of the machinery, the Surveyors may advise that a further audit will be 
required and impose a suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report 
will be forwarded to the Classification Committee in London recommending that approval of the 
scheme be withdrawn. 

 
 

■ Section 5 
 Validation Report Requirements 
5.1 General 
5.1.1 The Validation Report template, which is to be made available to the DHM Operator by LR, 

evaluates the performance of the DHM system in generating accurate fault detection and diagnostics 
of failure modes. The Validation Reports shall be completed by the DHM Operator (in conjunction 
with the DHM Provider where necessary) and submitted to LR for review as part of the initial 
submission for Digital Twin LIVE and prior to the required annual audits. The submission shall 
include the following information: 

 
(a) Description of the physics of the failure mode (e.g. ISO 13379-1 Failure Mode and 

Symptoms Analysis, Fault tree, Event tree). 
(b) Occurrences of exceeding of thresholds mandated by OEM, classification and other 

regulatory requirements.  
(c) Physical condition and supporting evidence relevant to the affected component(s) and, 

where necessary, adjacent component(s). 
(d) Detailed analysis of the component and the DHM data in the event of repetitive false 

negatives and positives (tear down analysis). 
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Chapter 6  
Credit for Survey 
 
■ Section 1 
 Introduction 
1.1 General 
1.1.1 Once it has been satisfactorily demonstrated that the DHM system can modify or replace the existing 

maintenance intervals (OEM, traditional engineering practice or Reliability Centred Maintenance 
(RCM) derived), then the DHM system may be utilised in the crediting of Machinery items for Class. 
To safely achieve this, an assessment of the validation reports will be carried out to establish that the 
DHM system generates sufficient evidence that the analysis of the component(s) health, including 
operational decisions and maintenance actions, are accurate, consistent, repeatable. and robust. 

 
■ Section 2 
 Pre-requisites 
2.1 General 
2.1.1 Approval to Digital Twin LIVE is a pre-requisite when seeking credit for survey of an asset utilising a 

DHM system.  
 
2.1.2 Approval to the descriptive note ShipRight MPMS is a pre-requisite for the credit of class machinery 

items. 
 
■ Section 3 
 Technical Requirements 
3.3 General 
3.1.1 Failures of the DHM system functions are to be defined (e.g. algorithms performance, architecture, 

cybersecurity) when component(s) with catastrophic failure modes are monitored by the DHM 
system. Mitigations are to be provided against false negatives (missed detection and diagnostics) 
involving catastrophic failure modes. Examples include, but are not limited to, scheduled intervention 
prior to functional failure/alarm thresholds, independent analysis, and comparison of multiple fault 
detection and diagnostics techniques. 

 
3.1.2 DHM systems involve both on-board (edge-computing) and on-shore (monitoring centre, cloud 

computing) elements that require periodic review to maintain the validity of any survey credits 
granted under Digital Twin LIVE. 
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3.1.3 Receiving and maintaining credit for survey is contingent on the following requirements: 
 

(a) Testing and evaluation documentation detailing the effectiveness of the DHM system in 
generating true positives, correct state condition at the fault detection, and diagnostics 
levels. 

(b) Validated data events initiated by fault detection and diagnostics including traceability of the 
data acquisition and data manipulation functional levels.    

(c) Documented evidence of the failure progression (data events describing deteriorating state 
condition) and the relevant operational and maintenance actions.  

(d) Documented evidence of the component(s) inspected, maintained, and replaced as result of 
the DHM fault detection, diagnostics, and baseline maintenance requirements.  

(e) Identification and review and mitigation of false negatives, false positives, and incorrect state 
conditions using change-out analysis (on board, with remote onshore support) and tear 
down analysis (specialised onshore review). 

(f) A system for validation in place to review the analytical insights and integrity of the data 
processing from a DHM system fault detection and diagnostics event. 

(g) Where possible, the machinery to be credited for class should be seen under working 
conditions. 
 

Chapter 7  
Glossary of Terms 
 
■ Section 1 
 Glossary 
1.1 General 

1.1.1 Alarm – threshold limit(s) generated by fault detection and diagnostics that result in inspection and/or 
maintenance actions. (Note these are not connected with the safety, control or operational parameters of the 
asset.) 

Algorithms – a set of computational processes and rules that automate the diagnostic and prognostic 
processes. Different algorithms are employed within a diagnostic/prognostic architecture. These algorithms 
enable signal amplification, line noise and interference mitigation, fault symptom descriptor/feature 
transformation, fault detection and severity estimation, health assessment, and future health projection.   

Alert – threshold limit(s) generated by fault detection and diagnostics that depict the evolution of a fault(s) 
symptom, resulting in further monitoring/observation rather than immediate operational and maintenance 
actions. Alert thresholds can be designed with multiple horizons in line with health estimation and projected 
useful life estimation. (Note these are not connected with the safety, control or operational parameters of the 
asset.)  

Asset – either a complete piece of equipment or a system that is to be established as the scope of the 
approval in the initial submission. 

Component – a part within a defined asset. 

Condition Monitoring – application of sensing and signal processing techniques to equipment and 
structures for the purpose of assessing the condition of the asset.   

Diagnostics – analytical techniques (algorithms) that generate health knowledge of the components, 
equipment, systems, etc. based on the occurrence of a fault or multiple fault types. Given the focus on health 
knowledge rather than relatively simpler fault information, diagnostic algorithms employ sophisticated 
computing routines alongside massive libraries of failure information and their health implications for the 
asset/system. 

Digital Health Management – the term LR has adopted to describe digital technologies that are used to 
gather data and generate insight on an asset’s health. This could be in the form of a ‘Digital Twin’ of an 
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asset. A Digital Health Management system can provide functionality such as fault detection (identifying 
faults in the asset), diagnostics (understanding the implications of fault(s) and its effects on asset health), 
and prognostics (predicting the assets future health based on the estimation of failure trajectory and the 
stressors). 

Digital Twin – a multi-physics, data-driven representation (or model) of a physical asset, often residing in a 
cloud-based environment using data streamed from the physical asset. Pairing the physical and digital 
worlds allows complex analytical techniques to be applied to the digital twin that can generate insights into 
the asset health, find and test opportunities for optimisation in a digital test environment, or predict the 
physical asset’s condition in the future – enabling better maintenance and operational decisions to be made. 
A digital twin will learn and improve its insight over time by gathering data on how an asset performs under 
certain operating conditions, supported by mathematical rules based on the physics of the real world. 

Descriptors (Features) – these are the domains, properties, and transformations that allow effective 
detection of the fault phenomena. Good descriptors provide the most effective method to identify incipient 
faults, including subtle changes indicative of fault growth. 

Failure – an advanced degraded condition in which a component, equipment, sub-system, system, and 
structure is unable to perform in the manner it was originally designed and operated, resulting in immediate 
corrective maintenance actions. 

False Negative – a fault and/or health condition not indicated by the diagnostic and prognostic technology 
but found to exist by inspection and survey. 

False Positive – a fault and/or health condition indicated by the diagnostic and prognostic technology but 
not found to exist by inspection and survey. 

Fault – an abnormal condition indicative of incipient failure (malfunction) affecting component, equipment, 
sub-system, system, and structures. 

Fault Detection – fault detection is based on the monitoring of an asset/system, identifying when a fault has 
occurred, defining the specific fault type, and locating the fault with sufficient accuracy and precision to 
derive useful insight on the asset/system health as required through its operational life. This is achieved by 
maintaining sufficiently detailed and reliable observable parameters representing the normal expected 
behaviour of the asset/system from which analysis can be made of detectible abnormalities. 

Fault detection techniques are at their most useful when the mechanisms that create the fault are fully 
understood in the context of their eventual consequence, or failure, of the asset or system if left unattended. 
This understanding determines the requirements of the fault detection system in terms of sensor types, 
redundancy and placement on the asset/system, and can further lead to design improvements through a 
more in-depth understanding of the through-life health of the asset/system across defined operating 
conditions. 

FMECA – Failure mode, effects and criticality assessment. 

Horizon – horizon is a time bounded description in terms of operational hours, number of cycles, etc. that 
distinguish the component’s condition as normal, alert, alarm, or failure. A horizon description is generated 
when the DHM initially detects and isolates an incipient fault. The horizon description evolves to alert, alarm, 
failure – tracking the progress of the component degradation based on the severity of the fault. 

Asset Model – for every vessel in Class, LR maintains an ‘Asset Model with applicable surveyable 
tasks’. These are the individual components or pieces of machinery which are subject to survey by a 
Lloyds Register Surveyor.  

MPMS – approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme (ShipRight MPMS Descriptive Note). When a 
machinery planned maintenance, scheme approved by LR is in use, Chief Engineers may carry out the 
examination of selected machinery items, without the need for a Lloyd’s Register Surveyor to be present. An 
Annual Audit is required, at which time a Lloyd’s Register Surveyor will undertake confirmatory surveys on 
those items to be credited which have been examined by the Chief Engineer during the preceding year. 
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OEM – Original Equipment Manufacturer. 

Prognostics – analytical techniques (algorithms) that estimate the future health condition of the 
components, equipment, systems, etc. by evaluating the current health, characteristics of the existing failure 
modes, the potential for initiation of new failure modes, and other factors that influence the dynamics of the 
failure phenomena. 

Prognostic architectures have a number of subroutines that integrate the information generated by fault 
detection and diagnostics with the knowledge of the failure phenomena to project the future health condition. 
Given the uncertainty in measuring and extracting descriptors representative of the failure dynamics, a 
confidence estimation will always form part of a prognosis. 

Sensors – instrumentation with capabilities to directly or indirectly measure the phenomena exhibited by the 
faults and failure modes. From a data acquisition perspective, sensors can be further categorised as: 

(a) Point Value – sensor data collected at a specific time-period as a single value variable. Examples 
include pressure, temperature, strain, humidity, etc. 

(b) Waveform – sensor data collected at a specific time-period containing a time series of values. Examples 
include acoustic, current, and vibration sensors that generate waveforms. 

(c) Multi-dimension – sensor data collected at a specific time-period having multi-dimensional value. 
Examples include NDE techniques producing images, thermographic cameras, photograph, and video 
recording. 

State condition – the periodic representation of health, based on the degradation and severity of the failure 
modes experienced during operation. The different state conditions can be described as normal, alert, alarm, 
failed with the alert and alarm categories having multiple thresholds, e.g. alert threshold 1, alert threshold 2, 
etc. 

Survey Credit – inspection and survey credit awarded to mechanical/electrical equipment, systems, and hull 
structures based on the review, certification, and continued effectiveness of the diagnostic, prognostic, and 
health management technologies.  

Symptoms – these are the sensor parameters, descriptors/features, and physical manifestation of the fault 
state and health condition.  

Through-life Validation – these are the processes, techniques, and technology that asses the continued 
effectiveness of the diagnostic and prognostic technology. 

True Positive – a fault and/or health condition indicated by the diagnostic and prognostic technology, and 
found to exist by inspection and survey. 
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